National Institute of Electronics and Information Technology (Headquarter)  
New Delhi

P&A Wing

All candidates selected for contractual appointment at different levels are advised to bring their original testimonials (Certificate of Educational Qualifications, Experience Certificate, Caste Certificate, PPO etc., as applicable) while reporting for duty. The candidates will not be allowed to join without verification of their original certificates. If, any candidate fails to bring the original certificates by the prescribed last date for joining, the offer of appointment will stand withdrawn and the position offered to the waitlisted candidates. No correspondence in this regard will be entertained.

Result of the Selection Process/interview held on 26.04.2015 through which the following Candidates are selected for the post mentioned against each:

**Project - “Skill Development in ESDM’ for Digital India”**

**POST - PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT**  
SHRI NUUTAN PRABHAT ROHELA  
C 102, UNIQUE APPTS, PLOT 38, SECTOR 6, DWARKA  
New Delhi – 110075  
M.No. 9910164141  
e-mail: nuutanpr@gmail.com

**POST – CONSULTANT (TECHNO COMMERCIAL)**  
Shri. RAVI PRAKASH  
FLAT NO- S2, PLOT NO- 5/717-C, SECTOR-5, VAISHALI, GHaziabad, UP – 201010  
M. No. 9873601041,  
e-mail: eravi85@gmail.com

**POST – CONSULTANT (FIN. & ADMN.)**  
SHRI. KASHMIRI LAL  
50, AIRPORT APARMENTS, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI- 110018  
M. No. 9868834177  
e-mail- soniklk@yahoo.co.in

**POST- PROGRAME EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT**  
SHRI. VIJAY KUMAR CHATURVEDI  
TEACHERS COLONY ,NEAR ARBIA COLLEGE  
PURNIA, BIHAR - 854301  
M. No. 9546041111  
e-mail - vijaykvedi@gmail.com
POST – MULTI TASKING STAFF
Shri Arun Kumar Yadav
4 RAJENDRA MARKET TIS HAZARI
TIS HAZARI
DELHI- 110054
M. No. 8882783617
e-mail - arunpbh496@gmail.com

Shri Pravesh Kumar
H-121 GALI NO.-4 PREM NAGAR -II
KIRARI SULEMAN NAGAR
NEW DELHI-110086
M.No. 8585994558
e-mail - singla.bict@gmail.com

Shri Piyush Tripathi
SHIVA JI NAGAR BEHIND NEW TAHSIL HABEEBPUR
FATEHPUR
UTTAR PRADESH -212601
M.No. 9936576315
e-mail - piyushtripathi57@gmail.com

Project - “Scheme for Financial Assistance of Setting up of Electronics and ICT Academies in seven States/UTs”

POST – MULTI TASKING STAFF
Shri Chandan Kumar Sah
HOUSE NO. 401, GALI NO. 09,
SADARPUR COLONY, SECTOR45,
District:Gautam Buddh Nagar, NOIDA,
UTTAR PRADESH:201303
M.No. 7532080135
e-mail – ckchandan251@gmail.com

Shri Anand Jain
11/114,KAVERI PATH,MANSAROVAR,JAIPUR
JAIPUR
RAJASTHAN 302020
M.No. 9983997255
e-mail – jainanand.jain2@gmail.com

POST - SENIOR CONSULTANT
SHRI NUUTAN PRABHAT ROHELA
C 102, UNIQUE APPTS, PLOT 38,
SECTOR 6, DWARKA
New Delhi – 110075
M.No. 9910164141
e-mail: nuutanpr@gmail.com